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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Soul Winning Verses and Ideas
Pro 11:30 The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life; and he that winneth souls is
wise.
Daniel 12:3 - And they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament;
and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars for ever and ever.
Pro 24:11-12: If thou forbear to deliver them that are drawn unto death, and those
that are ready to be slain; If thou sayest, Behold, we knew it not; doth not he that
pondereth the heart consider it? and he that keepeth thy soul, doth not he know
it? and shall not he render to every man according to his works?
Jude 1:21-25: Keep yourselves in the love of God, looking for the mercy of our
Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life. And of some have compassion, making a
difference: And others save with fear, pulling them out of the fire; hating even the

garment spotted by the flesh. Now unto him that is able to keep you from falling,
and to present you faultless before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy,
To the only wise God our Saviour, be glory and majesty, dominion and power,
both now and ever. Amen.
Resources:
Witnessing ideas
How to Witness
++ This abomination is tooling around Charlotte, NC now trying to get as many
people into hell with the lie of Islam as they can:
Muslim Quran Mobile Van Billboard Rolling Around Charlotte, NC
Comment: Counter Islamic Lies with these tracts
++Also a dear listener and his family just sent 5ooo of these tracts to an area in
TX where Jade Helm is taking place. They sent this End Times Gospel Tract my
listener designed. Ordering information is included in the link above or you can
download the tract for free.
++ You could also forward this link to my audios at: True Salvation
7 Key Events That Are Going To Happen By The End Of September
By Michael Snyder, on June 11th, 2015--Is something really big about to happen?
For months, people have been pointing to the second half of this year for various
reasons. For some, the major concern is Jade Helm and the unprecedented movement
of military vehicles and equipment that we have been witnessing all over the nation. For
others, the upcoming fourth blood moon and the end of the Shemitah cycle are
extremely significant events. Yet others are most concerned about political
developments in Washington D.C. and at the United Nations. To me, it does seem
rather remarkable that we are seeing such a confluence of economic, political and
spiritual events coming together during the second half of 2015. So is all of this
leading up to something? Is our world about to change in a fundamental way?
Only time will tell. The following are 7 key events that are going to happen by the
end of September…
Late June/Early July – It is expected that this is when the U.S. Supreme Court will
reveal their gay marriage decision. Most believe that the court will rule that gay
marriage is a constitutional right in all 50 states. There are some that believe that this
will be a major turning point for our nation.
If anyone thinks June is not jam packed and the earth is not soon to be pelted
with obvious planet shattering ramifications, their either asleep (mind control), a
part of the evil agenda (possessed) or simply don't care (mental health medicated
zombies).
…This really is the greatest show on earth, in our history, and most people are
missing it.
Starting tomorrow June 12, 2015 (Net Neutrality Implementation begins) the
targeting of specific areas will commence and either reduce or cut the internet at
specified locations & for specific individuals. Of course we also have the blood
sacrifices occurring on June 21st in Denver (June 21 - 22 - Summer Solstice &
June 21 - Litha one of the Illuminati's Human Sacrifice Nights). I hear the before
and after parties in Cherry Creek Colorado are especially demonic in nature.

Then of course we have gay marriage being shoved down everyone's throats at
the end of the month making it legalized in all U.S. states, not to mention this
totally breaks a covenant with God. Get ready to see how important that money
basket at your local church really is when not performing gay marriages means
no tax exemption, a huge (HUGE) loss in revenue for religious institutions. We're
about to see who are the devils cowards and who are the real deal.
See some of Scott Johnson’s Teachings on the 501c3 church here:
http://www.contendingfortruth.com/?s=501c3
To note: Anytime in history this covenant has been broken, the nation involved
has been destroyed. SealMan.........
Update/FYI: On Apr. 28, 2015, the US Supreme Court heard oral arguments in
Obergefell v. Hodges. The Court's ruling may determine whether gay marriage
becomes legal nationwide, or whether individual states will continue to decide its
legality. If the Court rules in favor of gay marriage opponents, some or all of the
22 states that have had their gay marriage bans overturned by federal courts
could seek to have the bans reinstated. The Court is expected to reach its
decision by the end of June.
Lev 18:22-25: Thou shalt not lie with mankind, as with womankind: it is
abomination. Neither shalt thou lie with any beast to defile thyself therewith:
neither shall any woman stand before a beast to lie down thereto: it is confusion.
Defile not ye yourselves in any of these things: for in all these the nations are
defiled which I cast out before you: And the land is defiled: therefore I do visit the
iniquity thereof upon it, and the land itself vomiteth out her inhabitants.
Luke 17:28 Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot; they did eat, they drank,
they bought, they sold, they planted, they builded;
Luke 17:29 But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and
brimstone from heaven, and destroyed [them] all.
++ Luke 17:30 Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed.
Job 4:8: Even as I have seen, they that plow iniquity, and sow wickedness, reap
the same.
Job 4:9: By the blast of God they perish, and by the breath of his nostrils are they
consumed.
Psa 37:38: But the transgressors shall be destroyed together: the end of the
wicked shall be cut off.
Psa 101:8: I will early destroy all the wicked of the land; that I may cut off all
wicked doers from the city of the LORD.
------------------------------------July 15th to September 15th – A “realistic military training exercise” known as “Jade
Helm” will be conducted by the U.S. Army. Thousands of U.S. military will take part in
this exercise. The list of states slated to be involved in these drills includes Texas,
Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, California, Mississippi and Florida.
-------------------------------Play: Heads Up! Thousands of Military Vehicles Lined Up Outside of Underground
Bunkers In America

YouTube videographer Professor Doom1 SHOWs where many of the military vehicles
on trains & convoys are going to across America, to US Army Depots which are spread
out across the country.
-------------------------------In the video below a man, by the name of Dale Lewis, posted to his Facebook page that
there will be an EMP attack this June in Texas. He claims he was informed through a
friend who was approached by a solider about the coming disaster. He believes this is
somehow linked to Jade Helm. There is no way to confirm or deny what Dale is
claiming, however considering the current circumstances I felt people should be aware
of something like this, just in case.

For two different interviews from the source of this information go to:
POSSIBLE JADE HELM EMP WHISTLEBLOWER
POSSIBLE EMP IN TEXAS
Comment: Combine this with the Dallas police shooter a couple of days ago, the
Twin Peaks biker gang shooting last month, the US Mexico border being wide
open in TX with ISIS’s presence in Texas and on both sides of the border; and
you have a ton of disturbing trends happening in TX right now.
----------------------------------July 28th – On May 28th, Reuters reported that countries in the European Union
were being given a two month deadline to enact “bail-in” legislation. Any nation
that does not have “bail-in” legislation in place by that time will face legal action
from the European Commission. So why is the European Union in such a rush to
get this done? Are the top dogs in the EU anticipating that another great financial
crisis is about to erupt?
September 13th – This is Elul 29 on the Biblical calendar – the last day of the Shemitah
year. Many are concerned about this date because we have seen giant stock market
crashes on the last day of the previous two Shemitah cycles.
On September 17th, 2001 (which was Elul 29 on the Biblical calendar), we witnessed
the greatest one day stock market crash in U.S. history up until that time. The Dow

plummeted 684 points, and it was a record that held for exactly seven years until the
end of the next Shemitah cycle.
On September 29th, 2008 (which was also Elul 29 on the Biblical calendar), the Dow fell
by an astounding 777 points, which still today remains the greatest one day stock
market crash of all time.
Now we are approaching the end of another Shemitah year. So will the stock
market crash on September 13th, 2015? Well, no, because that day is a Sunday.
So I guarantee that the stock market will not crash on that particular day. But
sometimes stock market crashes happen just before the end of the Shemitah year and
sometimes they happen within just a few weeks after the end of the Shemitah. So we
are not just looking at one particular date.
This just came out:
Lindsey Williams. Global Currency Reset
Play: https://youtu.be/dr_3yF7AYAA
Confirmation: Man Asked To Speak To Chinese Officials Warns China’s Insatiable
Gold Demand Being Fueled By Worries That The Global Financial System May
Crash Today a legend who was recently asked by the Chinese government to
give a speech to government officials in China warned King World News that
China's insatiable gold demand is being fueled by fears that the global financial
system may crash.
Eric King: “John, you are connected to China at the highest levels of
government. I know you have seen several key charts that KWN featured, one of
them was the Gold vs Monetary Base Ratio and another was the Fed’s Balance
Sheet vs Gold Price. Obviously China is aware of the massive distortions in
these ratios and they have responded by buying up all the physical gold they
can. They are trading in dollars for gold as fast as possible. What is China’s
perspective based on your conversations with high level officials in China?”
John Ing: “China is awash in dollars as a result of the massive money creation.
China knows that the Fed’s balance sheet has grown to almost $5 trillion and they
also know that the price of gold is radically undervalued when compared to the
Fed’s bloated balance sheet. Both the Chinese and the Russians know that the
United States can’t pay back its staggering debt without massively debasing its
currency, so they have both been huge buyers of gold because a day of
reckoning is near.
The massive purchases of physical gold by the Chinese are also being fueled by
the oceans of derivatives that threaten the stability of the global financial system.
So China continues to unload dollars for physical gold as quickly as possible
because they know at some point the integrity of the global financial system will
come under threat. It’s just a question of when?
And it’s not just China that is buying gold. Russia recently announced its plans
to dramatically increase its gold hoard but the Chinese appetite for gold can only
be described as insatiable. And this is while the Western mainstream
propaganda arms continue to tell their people that gold is a worthless relic. The
Chinese know that is a lie that is just being spewed out to the public in the West
to slow the hemorrhaging of physical gold out of Western vaults.

KWN has also written many times about how China is internationalizing the
renminbi. That’s a fact. Virtually every move China makes on a weekly basis is
being done to internationalize the Chinese renminbi. Whether China is setting up
an infrastructure bank, a fund, or a direct central bank to central bank using the
renminbi, or whether they are buying Russian oil with the renminbi, they are
pushing for greater liquidity and international presence of the renminbi.
But most importantly, China is on a
historic gold buying spree because
they intend to back their currency
with gold. And yes, all of this is
being done at the same time the
Western mainstream media is being
used to tell the public that gold is a
relic that nobody should own.”
Play to 3:57: Bank of China
Announces Renminbi Yuan World
Reserve Currency-- In a startling billboard found at the Bangkok International
Airport, the bank of China has announced that they have the world currency.
Confirmation: Interview with Christine LaGarde IMF Reset
Also: Surviving the Jade Helm Era Depends On Taking Your Money Out of the
Bank
&: Writing's On The Wall: Texas Pulls $1 Billion In Gold From NY Fed, Makes It
"Non-Confiscatable"
Tyler Durden on 06/13/2015--The lack of faith in central bank trustworthiness is
spreading. First Germany, then Holland, and Austria, and now - as we noted was
possible previously - Texas has enacted a Bill to repatriate $1 billion of gold from
The NY Fed's vaults to a newly established state gold bullion depository..."People
have this image of Texas as big and powerful … so for a lot of people, this is
exactly where they would want to go with their gold," and the Bill includes a
section to prevent forced seizure from the Federal Government.
From 2011:
"The University of Texas Investment Management Co., the second-largest U.S.
academic endowment, took delivery of almost $1 billion in gold bullion and is
storing the bars in a New York vault, according to the fund’s board."
The decision to turn the fund’s investment into gold bars was influenced by Kyle
Bass, a Dallas hedge fund manager and member of the endowment’s board,
Zimmerman said at its annual meeting on April 14. Bass made $500 million on the
U.S. subprime-mortgage collapse.
“Central banks are printing more money than they ever have, so what’s the value
of money in terms of purchases of goods and services,” Bass said yesterday in a
telephone interview. “I look at gold as just another currency that they can’t print
any more of.”
And now The Epoch Times reports, Texas Governor Greg Abbott signed a bill into
law on Friday, June 12, that will allow Texas to build a gold and silver bullion
depository. In addition, Texas will repatriate $1 billion worth of bullion from the
Federal Reserve in New York to the new facility once completed.

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-06-13/writings-wall-texas-pulls-1-billiongold-ny-fed-makes-it-non-confiscatable
-------------------------------September 15th – The 70th session of the UN General Assembly begins on this date. It
is being reported that France plans to introduce a resolution which would give formal
UN Security Council recognition to a Palestinian state. Up until now, the United States
has always been the one blocking such a resolution, but Barack Obama is indicating
that things may be much different this time around.
September 25th to September 27th – The United Nations is going to launch a brand
new sustainable development agenda for the entire planet. Some have called this
“Agenda 21 on steroids”. But this new agenda is not just about the environment.
It also includes provisions regarding economics, agriculture, education and
gender equality. On September 25th, the Pope will travel to New York to give a
major speech kicking off the UN conference where this new agenda will be
unveiled.
Update: Explosive intervention by Pope Francis set to transform climate change
debate--The most anticipated papal letter for decades will be published in five
languages on Thursday. It will call for an end to the ‘tyrannical’ exploitation of
nature by mankind. Obviously this is pushing for a battle against nonexistent
global warming?
Saturday 13 June 2015 07--Pope Francis will call for an ethical and economic
revolution to prevent catastrophic climate change and growing inequality in a
letter to the world’s 1.2 billion Catholics on Thursday.
In an unprecedented encyclical on the subject of the environment, the pontiff is
expected to argue that humanity’s exploitation of the planet’s resources has
crossed the Earth’s natural boundaries, and that the world faces ruin without a
revolution in hearts and minds. The much-anticipated message, which will be
sent to the world’s 5,000 Catholic bishops, will be published online in five
languages on Thursday and is expected to be the most radical statement yet from
the outspoken pontiff.
2nd Update: Vatican Speaker on Climate Thinks There are 6 Billion Too Many of Us
REUTERS/British Antarctic Survey/Handout--12 Jun 2015
One of the speakers slated for the Vatican rollout of the long-awaited Papal
document on climate change once said the earth is overpopulated by at least 6
billion people.
The teaching document, called an encyclical, is scheduled for release on June
18 at Vatican City. Perhaps with the exception of the 1968 encyclical on
contraception, no Vatican document has been greeted with such anticipation.
The political left is hoping for a document that ties belief in global warming to a
religious obligation. Climate skeptics have already started criticizing the document.
The choice of Professor John Schnellnhuber, founding director of the Postdam Institute
for Climate Impact Research, as one of three presenters may be giving the left added
hope and giving skeptics severe heartburn. He has been described as one of the
more aggressive scientists on the question of man-made global warming.
In a talk given to the 2009 Copenhagen climate conference, reported in the New York
Times, Schnellnhuber said of global warming: “In a very cynical way, it’s a triumph

for science because at last we have stabilized something –- namely the estimates
for the carrying capacity of the planet, namely below 1 billion people.”
Schnellnhuber is also author of what’s called the “two-degree target” that says
governments must not allow the temperature to rise more than 2 degrees higher than at
the start of the industrial revolution. Any higher, the theory holds, and much life on earth
would either perish or be gravely harmed.
To deal with climate issues, he has also called for an “Earth Constitution that would
transcend the UN Charter” along with the creation of a “Global Council…elected by all
the people on Earth” and a “Planetary Court..a transnational legal body open to appeals
from everybody, especially with respect to violations of the Earth Constitution.”
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/06/12/vatican-speaker-on-climatethinks-there-are-6-billion-too-many-of-us/
++ September 28th – This is the date for the last of the four blood moons that fall
on Biblical festival dates during 2014 and 2015. This blood moon falls on the very
first day of the Feast of Tabernacles, it will be a “supermoon”, and it will actually
be visible in the city of Jerusalem. There are many that dismiss the blood moon
phenomenon, but we have seen similar patterns before. For example, a similar
pattern of eclipses happened just before and just after the destruction of the
Jewish temple by the Romans in 70 AD.
Perhaps none of this alarms you. But when you add everything above to the fact
that the elite definitely appear to be feverishly preparing for something, a very
alarming picture emerges.
For example, due to fears that a “natural disaster” could interrupt their operations
in New York, the New York Fed has been working hard to build up a satellite
office in Chicago.
What kind of “natural disaster” could possibly be so bad that it would cause the entire
New York Fed to shut down?
And NORAD has decided to move back into the base deep inside Cheyenne Mountain
after all these years. The threat of an electromagnetic pulse was the reason given for
this decision.
By themselves, perhaps those moves would not be that big of a deal. But let’s
add all of the weird movements of military vehicles and equipment that we have
been witnessing lately to this discussion. I included this list from Intellihub in a
previous article, but I believe that it bears repeating…
 On March 13th, Intellihub founder Shepard Ambellas detailed photos and
documentation of nearly 40 U.S. Army soldiers, wielding training rifles and
dressed in full combat gear, participating in an urban warfare style training drill
just outside the Texarkana Regional Airport perimeter.
 In the middle of April, a report out of Big Springs, Texas revealed that a train full
of military equipment and over a dozen helicopters had arrived in the town ahead
of Jade Helm 2015.
 Photographs taken in Corona, California a few days later added to the Jade Helm
speculation after they showed a MRAP full of what looked to be U.S. Marines
driving down the 1-15 freeway. “In broad daylight with not a care in the world”



On April 24th a shocking report on Intellihub News detailed armed troops seen
confronting angry protesters in a “professional news package” of riot control
training released by the military
 “A massive buildup, a lot of movement and its undeniable at this point,” read the
headline on April 25th after a convoy was seen in Oroville, California that
stretched as far as the eye could see.
 Moving into May, photographs taken in Indiana showed a massive military
convoy heading down the freeway. The photos, taken by a concerned citizen,
show the convoy heading west on I-70 for reasons unknown.
 Two days later, video footage, this time out of Texarkana, Arkansas, highlighted
a convoy of Humvees driving down the highway as well as a trainload of military
vehicles that was seen shortly after.
 In mid May, Intellihub reporter Alex Thomas published a detailed report that
confirmed that the military was indeed training to take on the American people,
this time in the form of domestic house to house raids.
 The next day a new report, also by Alex Thomas, proved that Marines were
actually practicing for the internment of American citizens.
 On May 18th, a train full of hundreds of military Humvees was spotted, further
revealing the increased military buildup across the country leading into Jade
Helm 2015. The train was heading towards Cleveland for unknown reasons
although a possible connection to planned upcoming protests had been
mentioned.
 This past week a massive military war game simulation called Raider Focus was
announced. The war game will include the largest military convoy seen on the
roads of Colorado since World War II.
 On may 23th, Intellihub News reported on pictures sent to ANP that show a 1/4
mile long military train convoy near the Colorado Wyoming border.
 Finally, a report published this week detailed a stunning propaganda move by the
military involving a New Jersey school and the worship of the military on the
streets of America. “As parents, teachers, and students looked on with joy,
Marines from the Special-Purpose Marine Air Ground Task Force landed
helicopters on the baseball diamond of a New Jersey school.”
What does all of this mean?
It is hard to say. We have imperfect information, so it is difficult to come up with
perfect conclusions.
But what I will say is that I believe that the second half of 2015 is going to be extremely
significant. I believe that events are about to start accelerating greatly, and I believe
that life in America is about to change dramatically.
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/7-key-events-that-are-going-to-happen-bythe-end-of-september
America Is An Occupied Nation As Record Numbers of Troops Are Taking Up
Positions
by Dave Hodges | June 14, 2015 4:49 am
VV[2] Formerly a WW II detention center for Japanese-American citizens is now home
to security detention training for what is popularly called “FEMA camps”.

In the past 36 hours, my email has exploded
with new information regarding massive troop
and military hardware domestic deployment.
There is a huge uptick in citizen reports
regarding nefarious activities which relate to
civilian internment inside of FEMA camps.
In an ominous email sent to both myself and my
colleague, Paul Martin, Colorado talk show
host, Randy Yarbrough, sent a summary of a
communication he recently had with Pastor
Lindsay Williams.
Lindsey Williams, an ordained Baptist minister went to Alaska in 1970 as a
missionary. While in Alaska, Pastor Williams found out about the Trans-Alaska oil
pipeline, which began construction on 29th April 1974. Because of Pastor
Williams’ love for the USA and concern for the spiritual welfare of the over 25,000
workers on the pipeline, he volunteered to serve as Chaplain on the pipeline, with
the full support of the Alyeska Pipeline Company. Pastor Williams was given the
northern 7 out of the 28 construction camps including the oil field at Prudhoe Bay
to hold worship services at the 7 camps once a day. After six months a PR
employee at Alyeska Pipeline Company told Pastor Lindsey Williams that he was
an invaluable asset to the company. He said that Lindsey was saving the oil
pipeline company thousands of dollars of counselling fees and had voted
successfully to give Pastor Williams executive status if he wished to accept it.
Executive status meant that Lindsey Williams could go anywhere he liked and see
anything he wanted regarding the pipeline operation. They gave him a vehicle and
an executive pass and he was also invited to sit in on board meetings in an
advisory capacity in order to help the relationship between management and
labour. For three years Pastor Lindsey Williams had the opportunity to sit, live
and rub shoulders with the most powerful, controlling and manipulative men on
the face of this planet. - See more at: http://www.lindseywilliams.net/about/...
Guys, Talked to Pastor Williams this morning. He is concerned with: 1) currency
reset sometime between now and the end of the year. 2) The town he lives in
Fountain Hills, AZ. (EDITOR’S NOTE: FAR NORTHEASTERN SEMI-RURAL
SUBURB OF PHOENIX) has a large number of retired military. A general made
the comment that many of them would not be in the city past Sept 1st. No word
on where they would go. 3) His elite friends have been urging him to leave the
country or at the least have a “safe” place to go to. 4) He is not doing radio for
the time being ,but said to stay in touch and he would call me if he had new info.
That’s about it. Randy Y
To conclude that something big is about to go down would be putting it mildly.
Should we, as Pastor Williams intimates in the abovementioned communication,
prepare to leave the country by Labor Day, is open for debate. However, for the
first time, many of us are left wondering if there are safer places than America.

<<National Guard Civilian Internment
Training At Mock FEMA Camp at Ft.Drum
[3]
Ask yourself why this drill is even
necessary. What conditions presently
exist that would make this a needed
training exercise? Or, what is coming that
would make this drill an important training
tool?
In a training activity at Ft. Drum[4],
approximately 60 soldiers from the 102nd
Military Police Battalion’s Headquarters
Detachment practiced detaining American citizens simulated detention center. Should
we be surprised? Training activities include biometric scanning of detainees, searching
for contraband and dealing with unruly prisoners. The activity also consisted of
constructing a makeshift detention facility from very sparse detention resources.
<<[5] New FEMA Camp In Lima, Ohio
In Lima, Ohio, a FEMA detention camp has
appeared almost over night as this was brought
to my attention by Kristie Caton as she revealed
the emergence of suspicious activities in her
community in the following email.
Hi Dave, I go to your website every day. When I
first heard about the FEMA camps I had to
investigate especially since I heard there was
one located in my home town of Lima Ohio. I
have read articles about it being in one of the prisons (we currently have Lima
Correctional Institute, closed, and Allen County Corrections). I know several people that
work there. In fact I did ask one employee if anything weird has happened there. This
person stated (well trusted) that the state has put a new entrance to the closed state
hospital that is located between both the prisons on same land. The state spent millions
of dollars on the entrance alone. They also said that there was a crew working on the
inside getting it in shape but the drills kept breaking supposedly so they stopped.
(EDITOR’S NOTE: ARE WE TO BELIEVE THAT THE STATE OF OHIO SUSPENDED
RETROFITTING OPERATION BECAUSE A
FEW DRILL BITS BROKE?).
More Trouble In Michigan
Less than a week after loud explosions and live
50 caliber machine gun fire, courtesy of Jade
Helm, Michigan is back in the news again. This
time, Port Huron, MI. is the scene of the latest
and invasive intrusion by Jade Helm forces.
This time, a building was damaged in a military
drill on the city’s main street.
Hi Dave, Just wanted to let you know there was
a military drill conducted in Port Huron

Michigan last night. We are about an hour east of Flint and right on the Canadian
border. They damaged a building on our main street with the choppers and then
conducted a drill in the empty School Administration Building. Go to TimesHerald.com
Port Huron and there are pictures and video of the choppers landing and the troops
moving through the Administration building. I heard the choppers going till at least 3:00
am this morning. Very troubling.
<<[7]There is more news from Camp Grayling, a
known FEMA camp in northern Michigan.
<<[8] This FEMA camp facility in Grayling, MI., is
the sight of martial law training for the Michigan
National guard. This facility also houses hundreds
of UN military vehicles.
Dear Dave Hodges,
My husband is an Army Reservist in Michigan.
He is home this weekend after training at
Camp Grayling. He know that I am writing to
you but please don’t use our names. His unit is
training in the processing of Americans into
detention camps. He was told by his CO that
they would be processing American actors
posing as American citizens. Part of their
training was the removal and disposal of dead
bodies. My husband said he will not participate
when the time comes to do so. I wish every
American soldier could read this email.
Concentrated Military Activity In Arizona
The first contact is from Quartzsite, AZ. Something
to keep in mind, Quartzsite would be the site of
refugees fleeing California from the LA Basin.
Hi Dave, My name’s Ern Cunningham and I live in La Paz county, AZ. I thought you
might be interested in these photos my
girlfriend took today. We were on our way
to my work this Saturday evening in
Quartzsite – we had just turned off exit 17
on I-10 at about 5:50pm when we spotted a
group of military vehicles parked on an
empty lot across from Love’s truck stop.
They must have just finished parking when
we spotted them, as we saw several
uniformed men walking from the vehicles
and gathering at the truck stop. Didn’t see
any tanks or anything like that but I was still
surprised to see this collection of vehicles. I’ve never seen them do this in Quartzsite
before in the three years I’ve lived around here…Sincerely, Ern

<<[9]

More reports from the Flagstaff, AZ. area regarding massive troop movements.
Hello Dave!
…There has been quite a bit over the past couple months as would be expected with
Jade Helm. I’ve seen many convoys of various types on I-40 and I-17 as well. Camp
Navajo at Belmont between Flagstaff and Williams has had a lot of extra activity also. I
don’t know if anyone else north of you has mentioned any of this but it is getting quite
frequent around here. Thank The Lord Jesus I’m washed in His blood! God Bless!
Massive Troop Movements in Virginia
I received three reports about this activity in Virginia from concerned citizens. The
activities are unprecedented and highly unusual.
Mr. Hodges, I was traveling on Interstate 81 in Virginia this past weekend and spotted
this military convoy at a rest stop right before exit 264 on 81. After getting back on the
highway, I also encountered another convoy on the road… Use these pictures as you
see fit.

[13]
Conclusion
None of this should be surprising in light of the following:
In February of 2010 the Internment and Resettlement Operations[14] (FM 3-39.40) was
leaked, a U.S. Army manual outlining how to process detainees into FEMA camps.
In 2009 the National Guard posted advertisements for job as they were looking
for Internment and Resettlement Specialists[15] (31-E) to work in “civilian internee
camps”.
The National Defense Authorization Act For Fiscal Year 2011[16], which was signed by
Barack Obama on New Year’s Eve of 2011 and it allows for permanent detention
without due process of law.

Civil Disturbance Operations[17] (FM 3-19.15), describes the “operational threats of the
civil disturbance environment,” the “general causes for civil unrest,” weapons
deployment, the legal considerations of “control force operations,” the legal
considerations of “apprehension, search, and detention,” and recording the “number of
cadre and inmates injured or killed.” The manual contains rules of engagement
regarding the use of “deadly force” in confronting “dissidents,” which were made
disturbingly clear with the directive that a “warning shot will not be fired.” This is a shoot
to kill document.
Could it be anymore clear? And this is only the tip of the iceberg.
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SEAL-MAN UPDATE--"Stalin didn’t build gulags to sit empty, Hitler didn’t build
concentration camps to sit empty. Does everyone think the FEMA Camps are
going to sit empty"?
Once gay marriage is passed in the U.S, this country will be entering the most
dangerous time period in its history. Stalin didn’t build gulags to sit empty, Hitler
didn’t build concentration camps to sit empty. Does everyone think the FEMA
Camps are going to sit empty? Remember this term: HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF.
All the data out there, that has been reviewed, and much of it leaked on purpose,
all points to the fact that Globalists have targeted the United States…75% + of the
citizens in the U.S. will die in the next 5-15 years according to most of the
statistics.
It’s two minutes to midnight, they told us this openly. There will be a catastrophic
event soon, Janet Napolitano told us, we are in the midst of 500 days of climate
chaos, the French PM and Kerry told us. There are survival food and water
purification/filter commercials on mainstream news TV and websites. They have
been selling survival food and water filters at Costco’s, Sam’s and other mega
food outlets. They have to publish what they are going to do before they do it, it’s
part of their satanic protocol. THEY ARE TELLING US WHAT THEY PLAN TO DO,
AND WHAT IS COMING!!!
The one thing these morons didn’t think though is the Deagel type assessments,
these in-depth assessment numerical values apply to everyone on the planet. So
bankers, politicians, military commanders, state representatives and high level
government workers: The pit you are helping dig for others, you will also fall in
yourselves. You’ve been lied to, used and when they are done with you, they will
kill you.
Repent and be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth. Pray for your
family, friends, neighbors and countrymen.
SealMan………….
ELECTRONIC WARFARE INCREASING AGAINST PEOPLE ON MULTIPLIED
SCALE_SEALS RESPONSE NEXT POSTING
Good morning Steve: I have a concern and question for you. As I have said in the
past, my son died 5 years ago of what my research has led me to believe was
mind control targeted individual. I have stayed in touch with many of his friends
who are now in their mid twenties and live in the Atlanta area. I got an alarming
message from one of the sweetest young women about what has been happening
to her. She posted her experience on FB and a number of her other friends in the
Atlanta area are experiencing the same or similar symptoms.
This young lady was sitting watching tv and all of a sudden severe pressure in
her ears that made her ears eventually popped worse than flying in an airplane or
altitude changes. Then all of a sudden loud ringing in her ears and she couldn't
hear at all for about 20 seconds. Then she felt like the sound of a gun going off
right next to her head and she jumped up and cringed and started crying she was

so upset. She said she has been disoriented, clumsy and walking into things for
about a week.
Another young woman said that something similar happened to her three times
this past week.
Another person said that off and on for this past week there has been moments of
defeating silence then loud extreme ringing in her ears.
Another young woman said it happened to her too yesterday at work and she
became so disoriented and her head spinning that she had to sit down on the
ground and hold her head until it stopped. Then she was extremely disoriented.
Steve I want to be able to direct these young people to what is happening to them
and not have them fall victim to what killed my son. I want to ask if there is
anyone else out there in a similar geographical area that is experiencing the same
thing this past week? What are they experiencing and what do you believe the
nefarious purpose is for this at this location, Atlanta and now? Jade Helm
related? Millennials seem to be really target at this moment. REGINA
Also see: Suffering Disorientation, Noises, Headaches And Other Strange
Symptoms? You Could Be A Target Of Government Gang Stalking And Electronic
Warfare!
SEAL-MAN-The signal warfare works best on an individual if they are on some
form of mental health medication, it seems to connect to a category of vibrations
that are created from a person’s medicated energy.
My thought is this: I have had ringing in my ears for 5 months now. It’s constant,
always there, sometimes more intense than others. So I believe this woman. From
what I have researched, it’s usually a combination of wifi, cell towers and smart
meters being used to alter moods, cause physical disorientation and sometimes
death.
'The signal warfare works best on an individual if they are on some form of
mental health medication, it seems to connect to a category of vibrations that are
created from a person’s medicated energy'. This is the ultimate reason why these
medications have been pushed so hard.
If many people are experiencing something like what this woman has explained, it
is a blanket signal aimed at an area or specific populous. The only way around
this is to move out of the area, I suggest at least a few states away.
Of course, the only real protection from this demonic activity, and it is demonic,
is to REPENT (get saved) and be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ of
Nazareth. This is like a Sci-Fi movie Steve.
See Scott Johnson’s Teachings:
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug-Part 1
September 21st, 2008
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug-Part 2
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug-Part 3
Pharmakeia: Sorcery, Pharmaceuticals & the Roots of Modern Day Drug-Part 4
Pharmakeia: The Shocking Truth About Vaccinations/Inoculations-Part 5
Pharmakeia: The Shocking Truth About Vaccinations/Inoculations-Part 6
PDF: Pharmacy, Drugs, Sorcery, IG Farbin

Wave of medical police state refugees to flee California if SB 277 signed into
law...Gov. Brown to declare war on children...no child safe
Update: SB277 has passed the state senate and has passed in the Assembly
Health Committee. It will be heard by the full Assembly. If it passes there, it will
have to go to a joint committee to make sure both the Senate and Assembly
versions are identical. This may require another vote by one or both houses. It
will then go to the governor who has not said whether or not he will sign it into
law. http://www.hsc.org/immunizations.html
Further Update: VLA Comment Update on California bill: Merck won. SB277: 12
to 6; it passed “Health Committee”. There was mention of an amendment so it
should have to go back to the senate floor for a vote, I believe. However, if that
amendment (which I believe was from us) fails to get attached (which seems
likely), that apparently is the end of the game. (basecamp)
http://vaccineliberationarmy.com/2015/06/10/breaking-news-american-medicalassoc-ama-announces-new-mandatory-vaccine-policy/
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, NaturalNews Editor (NaturalNews) California will be
the origin of America's first wave of medical police state refugees fleeing medical
tyranny if Gov. Jerry Brown signs SB 277 into law.
SB 277 is California's pharma-funded vaccine assault on all parents and children.
It would eliminate all personal belief exemptions and force nearly all children in
California to be forcibly injected with vaccines that are knowingly manufactured
with neurotoxic substances such as mercury, aluminum, formaldehyde and MSG.
If he signs the law, Gov. Brown will be declaring medical genocide against
children whose genetic makeup causes them to have extremely heightened risks
to vaccine injury. No child will be safe in California, and the state will cement its
position as the first real-life
medical police state in America,
where risks of a medical civil war
skyrocket.
<<Historical photo of Jews fleeing
Nazi Germany circa 1939
Natural News has heard from
dozens of readers who tell us they
are making preparations to flee the
state if SB 277 is signed into law.
Mandatory vaccines at gunpoint
are "the last straw," according to
one mom who wrote Natural News
about her concerns. "All these
state senators voting for the bill received campaign donations from the drug
companies. They sold us out to the corporate interests. There's nothing else we
can do but leave..."
Other parents are looking at pulling their children out of public schools
(government-run indoctrination centers) and home schooling them instead. This

effort, of course, has enormous economic consequences for a family, so not all
parents can structure their child's education around home schooling.
California has historically been home to parents who sought a green-living, natural
lifestyle that was relatively free from toxic chemicals. If SB 277 is signed into law, the
California government would force potentially deadly chemicals onto all the
children across the state, betraying the core principles of medical choice, medical
ethics and compassion for children.
And if the state decides it can force one medical intervention on parents and their
children, then it will of course ratchet that up to any number of dangerous medical
interventions it wants to force upon the population.
Vaccines cause brain damage and death in many children. Just recently, the UK
government agreed to pay out $90 million in financial compensation to families of
children who were brain damaged by the swine flu vaccine. Similarly, the
secretive U.S. Vaccine Injury Compensation Program has paid out nearly $3
billion in compensation for children who were provably harmed or killed by
vaccine injury side effects in the United States.
It has since been learned that the CDC is not a branch of the federal government
but a private corporation operating in total violation of U.S. law. The CDC even
trains and deploys intelligence operatives like Nurse Hickox to spread false
propaganda about infectious disease.
Many intelligent observers now believe the CDC is the key architect behind a
nationwide push for an epidemic-driven medical police state. "Epidemics" are the
perfect Orwellian enemy that never goes away, and as long as the CDC can fake the
hysteria surrounding epidemics -- its claim that the flu kills 35,000 people a year is pure
fiction -- it can seize control of the country's public health domain.
The contrived Disneyland measles outbreak was an example of how the CDC
masterminded mass hysteria to push a medical police state agenda. In reality, the
measles "outbreak" was extremely small and no one died. Yet the CDC uses the
hysteria to push for mandatory vaccines that will kill, maim or injure thousands of
children each year in California alone. The "treatment" is much worse than the
disease! But the hysteria and fear mongering are necessary to maintain total
dictatorial control in the medical police state.
What we really have in America today is what journalist Jon Rappoport called
"Totalitarian science." This is government-run pseudoscience enforced at gunpoint.
Alongside the government gunpoint enforcement, you also have total censorship
of all scientific questions about vaccines, total media censorship of any dialog or
discussion about vaccine injury, and really what can only be called "runaway
vaccine injury denialism" among the entire medical establishment, whose harmful
actions against children really do parallel the Nazi Holocaust in terms of its pharma
origins and utter abandonment of medical ethics.
California Gov. Jerry Brown, an unapologetic Big Government statist, is playing
right into the hands of the CDC and the medical police state with SB 277. If he
signs it into law, he will be reinforcing the effectiveness of staged "pandemic
paranoia" schemes while enslaving tens of millions of people in a medical police
state structure from which the CDC and the vaccine industry can demand
UNLIMITED vaccinations at any time, for any contrived reason.

Even more shockingly, such vaccinations can be demanded and required no
matter what toxic chemicals the vaccines contain. There is no exemption against
vaccines made with mercury, for example. There's no exemption against vaccines
formulated with formaldehyde, another potent neurotoxin. SB 277 would make
California the first state in America which forces its own people to be
neurologically poisoned with medical injections.
That's probably why so many people who wish to protect their own neurological
function are deciding to flee the state. It's the simple principle of "cognitive selfdefense." If you want to have a healthy body, you have to leave California entirely.
So if this all happens the only people left behind will be those with damaged brains who
continue to vote for more corrupt bureaucrats to keep poisoning them. Welcome to
Collapsifornia, where the inmates are truly running the asylum.
http://www.naturalnews.com/z049782_SB_277_medical_police_state_California_r
efugees.html
Read Listener Letter
African-American community rages against SB277 and the Tuskegee-like crimes
of mandatory vaccines that destroy black babies' lives
The sleeping giant of the African-American community
has awakened against the crimes of the vaccine
profiteers and their relentless destruction of young black
lives.
It's happening right now, as this community is rising up
and waking up to the life-destroying deceptions of the
CDC and its pharmaceutical puppet masters that have
dictated "public health policy" in America with wildly
destructive consequences for the black community. An
entire generation of black babies now suffers under the
vaccine injury side effects that the CDC has known
about but has willfully hidden from the world in order to
protect vaccine profits, all while black children suffer
from autism caused by vaccines!
In particular, CDC scientist Dr. William Thompson
publicly confessed to taking part in an elaborate vaccine
science fraud to cover up the links between vaccines
and autism in young African-American males. This
confession, was exhaustively censored by the pharmacontrolled mainstream media, which actively conspired
to keep the African-American community blind and ignorant to the truth of how the
vaccine industry is destroying their babies for profit.
But there may be even more to it than profit, it turns out. In a speech recorded
yesterday at a California rally against SB277, a African-American Muslim minister
Tony Muhammad drew a line in the sand against the corrupted vaccine industry
and its genocidal agenda.
In the speech, Tony Muhammad reveals that Muslim Leader Louis Farrakhan has
also awakened to this issue, and a plan is being put in place to directly confront

the CDC in Atlanta, to denounce the genocidal actions of the vaccine industry's
destruction of black lives, and to hold black politicians in California who vote for
SB277 accountable for their actions that are destroying black lives across the
state and the nation. "[W]e will bring them up on charges of treason!" promises
Muhammad.
Mike Adams says: Hearing the courage and conviction in this man's voice, it makes
me ashamed to realize that there seem to be no white preachers or ministers who dare
take a stand against the criminal vaccine industry and its violation of our sacred bodies.
Somehow, nearly all the white churches (with a few notable exceptions) have become
slaves to the twisted will of the fascist government and its corporate puppet masters.
Only the African-American community, it seems, has enough spine to stand up and say,
"You will STOP killing our babies in the name of false public health!"
Maybe that's because the black community remembers all too well how many times the
government has violated their bodies, their civil rights, their parental rights and their
human dignity over generations of punitive oppression by bad government, from the FBI
to the DEA and now the CDC.
http://www.naturalnews.com/z050038_SB277_vaccine_mandate_Tuskegee_medical_e
xperiments_African-Americans.html
Breaking News: American Medical Assoc. (AMA) Announces New Mandatory
Vaccine Policy
Newsweek (June 9, 2015) The American Medical Association (AMA), one of the
largest and most influential associations of medical doctors in the country, today
endorsed putting an end to religious exemptions to immunization requirements.
“Under new policy, the AMA will seek more stringent state immunization
requirements to allow exemptions only for medical reasons,” the organization
said in a press release.
The AMA issued recommendations to state health departments and physicians
designed to banish non-medical exemptions from the landscape of American
medicine.
A comment read: The National Adult Compulsory vaccines will be next. The
electronic vaccine data information will be available to many sectors like airlines,
etc.
Read more…
1. Glen June 10, 2015 at 8:45 am
War’s on folks. Remember http://www.soilandhealth.org health library for your
debate needs. Shelton, Tilden, etc. Print those off as well before the internet goes
down or back up to thumb drives and blank cdr’s galore!
2. Lynn Styles June 11, 2015 at 2:59 pm
This is simply horrific. I quit my job as a nurse (38 years) because of the number
of vaccines I was required to give. It was heartbreaking and such BAD medicine.
After my husband received a flu shot and a pneumonia vac on the same day,
cancer began to grow like it was fertilized. Of course, no one blames the attack on
his immune system by these vaccines but I KNOW they contributed to his illness.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED PRESENTATION FROM VACCINE LIBERATION ARMY
Warns that it is the vaccinated that is endangering immuno-compromised
children
Go to: Humanity666 powerpoint presentation
Use this powerful, factual, emotional, scientific PowerPoint presentation at the
library; friends; family, legislators, etc.
Join THE GREATEST LIE CAMPAIGN MOBILE FLEET to help fend off next years
tsunami of vaccine bills.
Order here: http://vaccineliberationarmy.com/sticker-strategy/infantry/
Eileen Dannemann
Director, National Coalition of
Organized Women
Founder,
VaccineLiberationArmy.com
319-855-0307
March Against Monsanto explodes
globally... World citizens stage
massive protests across 38
countries, 428 cities... mainstream
media pretends it never happened
by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger,
NaturalNews Editor (NaturalNews)
(Tweet this story
#MarchAgainstMonsanto) Protesters
from New York, London, Berlin, Paris
and even across South America, Asia
and India rallied against the toxic
agricultural practices of Monsanto, a
corporation whose business model depends on poisoning the citizens of the planet,
destroying the agricultural
ecosystem, monopolizing the seed
supply and hiring online character
assassins to attack anyone who
opposes its agenda.
Protesters worldwide took to the
streets today to demand GMO
labeling and bans on Roundup
(glyphosate), the toxic herbicide
chemical that even the World
Health Organization recently
linked to cancer.
As expected, virtually the entire
"sellout" mainstream media refused to cover the event, pretending that the citizens of
the world aren't rising up against an enormous corporate evil that threatens the future of
our planet.

The Associated Press ran a story mentioning local protests in Hawaii but refused to
print the words "March Against Monsanto" or to even mention that these protests were
taking place in over 400 cities across the globe.
Nearly the entire western media has been infiltrated and corrupted by Monsanto,
including National Geographic which now functions as the propaganda arm for
the life-destroying biotech industry. National Geographic's magazines are now
filled with multi-page ads for Big Pharma and Big Biotech, while its editors
ludicrously attempt to paint scientists and citizens who have concerns about
GMOs as tin foil hat-wearing lunatics.
Newspapers like the Washington Post have also been entirely overrun by Monsanto
infiltration and disinformation. The paper's science editors function as nothing more than
Monsanto puppets and propaganda mouthpieces, pushing biotech talking points as if
they were scientific fact while utterly ignoring the realities of cancer-causing glyphosate,
seed supply monopolization, genetic pollution and Monsanto's lawsuit attacks on
farmers.
Today, only the Independent Media covers the truth about Monsanto, GMOs and
glyphosate. Every mainstream media news source has sold out humanity to pure
evil. Here are some of the photos from RT's March Against Monsanto video:

This year's marches featured increased emphasis on the toxicity of Roundup
(glyphosate), Monsanto's weed killer chemical that's sprayed liberally on crops.
Glyphosate has been linked to cancer by the World Health Organization, and
researchers around the world believe glyphosate is linked to increased risks of cancer
tumors in humans and animals that consume GMO crops.
This photo from the Seralini study shows how glyphosate and GMOs caused
massive, fatal tumors in laboratory rats:

Learn more about glyphosate toxicity and the dangers of GMOs at these
important websites: http://www.gmoseralini.org/en/
http://www.gmoevidence.com/
http://gmojudycarman.org/
Glyphosate is also now strongly suspected of contributing to the autism epidemic. Dr.
Stephanie Seneff from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) is now warning that if the
chemical poisoning of our world isn't stopped,
nearly half of all children born in the United States
by the year 2025 will be autistic.
Natural News has been key in exposing Hillary
Clinton's deep ties to Monsanto. Now known as
the "Bride of Frankenfood," Hillary Clinton is a
pro-Monsanto operative who hired a top
Monsanto lobbyist to help run her campaign.
She also represented Monsanto as a lawyer with
her now-infamous Rose Law Firm in Arkansas.
Clinton is so pro-Monsanto and pro-GMO that she
even spoke on behalf of the
Biotechnology Industry Organization.
If Hillary Clinton becomes President,
Monsanto will occupy the White
House.
If Hillary Clinton becomes president,
you can expect the full Monsanto
agenda to be aggressively pushed as
national policy:

• A nationwide federal ban on GMO labeling.
• Immediate USDA approval of all experimental GMO crops.
• Extreme, politically motivated attacks against all anti-GMO activists, scientists
and journalists.
• Huge increases in taxpayer-funded subsidies for farmers who grow GMO crops.
• Aggressive corporate imperialism push to overturn bans on glyphosate and
GMOs by other nations.
• Possibly even attempts by the FDA to outlaw non-GMO Project Verified labels in
the same way they attacked hormone-free labels for cow's milk.
Make no mistake: A vote for Hillary is a vote for Monsanto
http://www.naturalnews.com/z049833_March_Against_Monsanto_citizen_protests_glyp
hosate_toxicity.html
Monsanto Buys Up Heirloom Seed Suppliers
Maddy Harland discovers who is buying what and how to avoid Monsanto. She explores
why what we buy can be a form of positive activism.
The NM Tree and Garden Center located in Rio
Rancho, New Mexico has discovered that
Monsanto is buying heirloom seed companies.
They are also buying the trademarks to a number
of heirloom seeds. This means that you may think
you are supporting an heirloom seed company but
in reality the company is owned by Monsanto. The
seeds themselves are still non-GMO and heirloom
and they can be saved at the end of the harvest
and resown next season, but you are still giving
money to Monsanto.
Monsanto is also buying trademarks so that no
matter where you buy certain seeds, they get
money from it. Here is a LINK to the trademarks
and seed companies Monsanto supply and
ones that they do not supply in the USA.
Here's some tips on how to avoid Monsanto.
We need to all do our research when buying seeds (or any organically labeled product
for that matter).
In Europe we have witnessed a proactive corporate programme to buy up
ethical/organic companies. Estée Lauder now owns The Body Shop and have a
poor record for animal testing. Green and Blacks fair trade chocolate were bought
in 2006 by Cadbury who were then acquired by Kraft Foods, one of the huge food
multi-nationals. Rachel's Organic, founded by Welsh farmers, is now a subsidiary
of French company Lactalis.
This is a deliberate strategy - so much so that Triodos Bank actually have a European
fund to help small organic companies stay independent and resist being bought up.
Why are small organic/heirloom marques being acquired by the big global corporates?
Firstly, there is a commercial market for them. Secondly, what you own you can control.

Thirdly, if you are a vast industrial magnate and own one of these companies you can
marginalise its market if you wish.
As consumers we have the power to first support our local producers and make
sure they stay in business. Then we need to support larger ethical, organic
companies like Yeo Valley who produce organic dairy products and still remain
independently owned by the family who started the company. Sometimes this
means spending more money on a product. But we have a choice: Do we want to
eat a chocolate bar with cacao picked by children in a system that pays the
farmer a subsistence wage or do we want an artisanal bar that costs much more
but tastes better and is fairly traded? Do we buy yogurt from a large corporate
who is trading under an acquired organic brand or from a local supplier or a
family owned national organic supplier?
Shopping is a form of activism. We all do it to a greater or lesser degree.
Europe may have opened the gates to Monsanto to grow genetically modified crops.
Due to an accepted proposal by the EU Environment Council last week, GM crops could
be planted across Europe as soon as next year.
Even worse, the proposal could give Monsanto and other biotech giants the power to
overturn decisions made by democratically-elected governments to ban GM crops.
The European Parliament can still reject this decision. With MEPs voting on the issue
soon, we need to make sure they hear from citizens across the continent to reject this
Monsanto-backed proposal. Sign THIS PETITION to show our MEPs this is not what
Europe wants.
Further Resources
Watch: Patrick Whitefield's tips for seed saving and making compost
FREE downloadable Guide to Seed Saving, Seed Stewardship & Seed
Sovereignty
Top tips for seed saving
Collecting summer seeds
Permaculture - practical solutions for self-reliance, a magazine filled with useful
and inspiring features, stories and ideas about all aspects of gardening and
farming to green building and renewable technology. Check out a free digital
copy HERE. You can subscribe to the print edition HERE.
8 Ways Society is Feminizing the Human Male
“We’re on the fast track to extinction. In the past 50 years, sperm counts in men have
dropped 50 percent, while the average man’s testosterone and sperm count has
plummeted 20 percent in just the last 20 years.”– Ori Hofmekler
Through years of research into health and nutrition, I’ve noticed
that there exists a surprisingly large amount of constituents in
our diets and environment that promote female characteristics in
man. So many, in fact, that it’s hard to imagine it is all occurring
by accident.
Dr. Russell Blaylock, noted neurosurgeon and author of “The Blaylock
Report,” says “Hofmekler is absolutely correct when he says that all of
us are being exposed to large amounts of estrogenic compounds
which are wrecking havoc with our hormone levels,” he said. “Studies

show that xenoestrogens from plastics appear to cause premature menses in young
girls. Soy isoflavones appear to increase aggressiveness and heighten antisocial
behavior in monkeys and appear to feminize male animals.”
Avoid all of the following high-estrogenic foods:
1. Pesticides on Conventionally Raised Fruits and Vegetables
The pesticides sprayed on conventionally grown (non-organic) vegetables act as
estrogens once inside the body.
Several preliminary studies of the actions of some pesticides on individual cells within a
test tube (in vitro) show estrogen-like activity. On this basis, some synthetic pesticides
such as (DDT), endosulfan, chlordane, dieldrin, and toxaphene, and related chemicals
including (PCBs) have been classified as environmental weak estrogens.
2. Soy as a “Health Product”
The soy myth has already been exploded with an article from The
Weston Price Foundation titled, “170 Scientific Reasons to
Lose Soy in your Diet“. Among the many reasons to avoid
eating soy is that it is very high in estrogen and when consumed
has powerful estrogen-like effects on the human body. High
levels of estrogen in men can lead to gynecomastia —
enlargement of breast tissue, water retention, female-pattern fat
deposition and mood changes. High estrogen will also cause a
decrease in testosterone, the male sex hormone.
3. Hormones in Beef
In the United States hormones are given to cows and other
animals on feedlot farms to increase meat and milk production.
When we eat them these compounds are then transferred to
us. Once inside the human body these compounds have
powerful estrogenic effects.
Not only do the hormones given to livestock act as
estrogens once inside our bodies, but commercial
livestock from feedlots are often fed a diet of soy that has
been soaked in pesticides! That means when we eat
conventionally raised meat we are getting a triple dose of
estrogenic compounds.
1. Hormones given to animal 2. Soy given to animal 3.
Pesticides used to grow the soy that was given to the animal.
Find yourself some Grass-fed, hormone-free beef today! www.EatWild.com
4. Beer
“Prior to the German Beer Purity Act of 1516, beer almost
never contained hops.”
– Stephen Harrod Buhner
In his book The Natural Testosterone Plan, Stephen Harrod
Buhner writes:
“Hops is best known for its use in beer. The majority of
physicians and men overlook its potent chemicals and
do not realize that beer itself can significantly alter the
male androgen levels. German beer makers noticed

long ago that the young women who picked hops in the fields commonly
experienced early menstrual periods. Eventually, researchers discovered the
reason – hops is perhaps one of the most powerfully estrogenic plants on Earth.
Just 100 grams of hops (about 3.5 ounces) contains anywhere from thirty
thousand to three hundred thousand IUs of estrogen, depending on the type of
hops. Most of it is the very potent estrogen estradiol. Estradiol, as it is taken into
the male body, causes a direct lowering of testosterone levels in the testes and
an increase in SHBG levels, which then binds up even more free testosterone in
the bloodstream. The estradiol in hops has also been found to directly interfere with
the ability of the testes Leydig cells to produce testosterone. The presence of this highly
estrogenic substance in beer is not an accident.”
Now think of any beer advertisement you’ve seen. Isn’t it curious that despite the
powerful feminizing properties of hops in beer, that it is being portrayed as a
“Man’s drink”?
5. Television and the Feminization of Men
Many of your typical favorite male Hollywood celebrities have been portrayed as crossdressers in at least one of their films.
We are witnessing a societal conditioning that appears to be normalizing and
encouraging feminine behavior in males.
Brad Pitt
Dennis Rodman Dustin Hoffman Kiefer Sutherland Oscar de la
Hoya
Jude Law
John Travolta
James Franco Robin Williams Wayans Brothers
Also on television and movies, many males play a female gender role, where they live
their lives always seeking the approval of their female person of interest. Entire
plotlines of movies have been based around a guy trying to ‘win’ back a girl that he
disappointed in some way. Why not depict male characters that are be better role
models for men in our culture? How about depicting characters with a definite purpose,
in pursuit of benefitting mankind?
6. Unsaturated Fats
The fats that the United States government recommends
you eat are unsaturated vegetable oils. These oils are
made mostly of soy, which is both one of the highest
estrogenic plant biproducts in existence, and also one
of the most heavily sprayed crops with estrogenicpesticides. Look on the label of virtually any
processed food and you will find vegetable oil of some
kind. All of these products are high in estrogen.
Most restaurants & movie theatres still use vegetable oils in cooking, but it’s
interesting to note that some movie theatres in the United States are beginning to
once again use coconut oil for their popcorn, and some restaurants are switching
to healthier animal-based saturated fats like beef tallow, butter, ghee and lard.
Saturated fats, such as the ones listed above, are used by the body to produce
testosterone. So not only are we being encouraged to eat fats full of estrogen,
but we are told that the very substances we need to produce testosterone –
cholesterol and saturated fat – are unhealthy and should be avoided.
Conspiracy?

7. BPA in Plastics
According to the website for the National Institute
of Health, “Bisphenol A (BPA) is a chemical
produced in large quantities for use primarily in
the production of polycarbonate plastics and
epoxy resins.”
This class of chemical known as a Xenoestrogen
is feminizing the world’s population by mimicking
estrogen in the human body.
The chemical companies produce around 700
billion pounds of this poison each year and it
leeches from cans, bottles and packaging into the food and water supplies.
Statistics taken from urine samples indicate over 93% of American’s currently
have BPA in their bodies. Dr. Hugh S. Taylor, M.D. of Yale University revealed at a
press briefing that male mice exposed to BPA showed reduced sperm production and
increased prostate size. Environmentalist Bruce Lowry describes the side effects we’re
seeing from exposure to BPA. “Things like Attention Deficit Disorder, Childhood
Obesity, Asthma, Autism, and then a whole range of Cancer’s that we’re seeing
too – Brain Cancer, Liver Cancer, Prostate Cancer. ”
Sources of BPA to avoid:
Receipts, Water Bottles, Children’s Toys, Canned Foods, Canning Jar Lids, Microwave
Popcorn Bags, Pizza Boxes, Toilet Paper, Soda Cans, Beer & Wine, Eyewear, CDs &
DVDs, Blenders and Food Processors, Car Parts.
8. Pthalates in Scents
While BPA mimics estrogen, phthalates block testosterone
action.
So not only do we have abundant chemicals in our food
supply that act in the same manner as estrogen, but now we
have a chemical that inhibits the bodys use of what little
testosterone we have left.
Studies in male animals exposed to pthalates have found
reduced sperm production, undescended testes, and
decreased testosterone production.
Sources of Pthalates to avoid:
Shampoos, Colognes/Perfume, Deodorant, Hair Spray, Body Lotion, Makeup, Glade
Plug-ins and other Air Fresheners.
Learn more with Books about Household Toxins:

The Hundred-Year Lie: How
to Protect Yourself from the
Chemicals That Are
Destroying Your Health

Slow Death by Rubber Duck: The Body Toxic: How the
The Secret Danger of
Hazardous Chemistry of
Everyday Things
Everyday Things
Threatens Our Health and
Well-Being

Synthetic Vitamin Supplements Exposed
This is the by far, the most popular way to supplement the diet with nutrients. During the
manufacturing process, the organic nutrient that is considered to contain the “essential
component” of a vitamin complex is synthesized in a laboratory from non food compounds
such as coal tar. This is very similar to the way in which most drugs are made.
Thiamine Mononitrate, for example, is a B1 molecule derived from coal tar, and is labeled
as “vitamin B1” in nearly all of the popular “B-Complex” supplements. . This factor has
been directly linked to the 78% reduction in sperm count among American males
from 1938-1990. "Their analysis of data collected from 1938 to 1990 indicates that
sperm densities in the United States have exhibited an average annual decrease of
1.5 million sperm per milliliter of collected sample, or about 1.5 percent per year,”Source: (National Institute of Health)
White bleached wheat flour has more than thirty known nutrients removed with
four synthetically added back in. This "enrichment" of flour began in 1939 when by
law, the FDA required the addition of a few synthetic factors. These are: thiamin
(B1 ), riboflavin (B2 ), nicotinic acid (B3 ), and iron. Coincidence?
Excess Thiamine Mononitrate consumption also mimics most of the signs and symptoms
of hyperthyroid disorder.
This synthetic version of Thiamine differs from a food source of vitamin B1,
such as whole wheat, in the following ways:
1. Synthetic Thiamine Mononitrate B1 contains none of the co-factors necessary for
vitamin B1 to be utilized in the body. Vitamins analyzed in food are always found in
combination with numerous enzymes, co-enzymes, trace minerals, and other
activators that are necessary for the vitamin to be utilized. This is how God intended
man to get vitamins and minerals.
2. The amount of Thiamine Mononitrate B1 found in synthetic B-complex
supplements is far more B1 than could ever be consumed in a food based diet.
(Example: The typical orange has about 5 mg. Ascorbic Acid (which is commonly
referred to as vitamin C). Whereas some “authorities” today advocate taking as
much as 20,000 mg of Ascorbic Acid a day ongoing. How can this discrepancy be

reconciled? Nowhere in the history of mankind has anyone ever consumed
these kinds of concentrated, isolated, synthetic nutrients; not to mention in
the sheer quantities that are being advocated.
Other examples of the commonly synthesized vitamins used in supplements include d-Alpha
Tocopherol (labeled ‘Vitamin E’), and Beta Carotene (labeled ‘Vitamin A’). Like Thiamine
Mononitrate, these synthesized vitamins contain none of the co-factors that are found in the
food source of the vitamin, and are used in far greater quantities than could ever be
consumed in the diet.
Important: “Just as a chemist cannot create life, neither can he create a complex
vitamin: the life element in foods and nutrition. This is a mystery the chemist has never
solved and probably never will, and the synthetic vitamins he creates on the basis of
chemical formulae bear as much resemblance to the real thing as a robot does to a living
man, lacking an elusive quality that chemistry cannot supply.” Source: Dr. Royal Lee,
D.D.S., 1953
Did you know? Most vitamins on the market claiming to be natural only have to be 10%
natural to make this claim.
Salient Point: The problem is that when the body is lacking nutrition, it’s not lacking in
one isolated nutrient. Whatever the patient did to create the vitamin C deficiency; they at
the same time created a deficiency of all the other co-factors that occur with the vitamin C
molecule in nature. We don’t develop synthetic vitamin deficiencies; we develop food
deficiencies. Some foods have up to 3,800 nutrient components. To nourish the body
and make up for nutrient deficiencies, you have to give the body real food.
---------------------------Recommended Whole Food line Multi-Vitamin/Mineral Formulations Dr. Johnson
carries:
See below and the prices should be listed at the links below.
Innate Response Women's One Daily 60 count
Innate Response Womens Over 40 One Daily 60 count
Innate Response Men's One Daily Iron Free- 60 count
Innate Response Men Over 40 One Daily- 60 count
Innate Response One Daily- 90 count
Catalyn® by Standard Process
For pregnancy the three supplements I highly recommend are a good whole food
prenatal:
Innate Response Baby and Me Trimester I and II - 120 count 4 a day
Innate Response Baby and Me Trimester III and Post - 120 tablets 4 a day
The only other 'must product' she would need (for pregnancy) is a good fish oil to
go with this, like: Tuna Omega-3 Oil (4 a day). This has a very high DHA Omega 3
content, which is essential for the baby's brain development.
Calcium Lactate (4/day) is also good as the prenatals above may not have quite
enough calcium.
Children's Lines I carry (prices are listed in the links below):

Nature's Dynamics Garden Kids Multi Gummy: Assorted Flavor- 120 count
Nature's Dynamics Garden Kids Omega-3 Gummy 60 count
Nature's Dynamics Garden Kids Chewable Probiotics 60 count
For a excellent tasting dedicated whole food vitamin C powder for children (and
adults) I recommend: Innate Response C Complete Powder - 81 gm
From: starlight
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2015
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Listener Question: Heart Arrhythmias – What to do for a Heart Attack or
Stroke - Rheumatoid Arthritis & Osteoarthritis Help
I have a couple of question
I would like know what you would do if you had these problems
What would you do if your Heart got out of beat
If you had Rheumatoid Arthritis
If you though you were having a Heart Attack or stroke
Dr. Johnson’s Response:
Vasculin by Standard Process & Magnesium 300 by Innate for irregular heartbeat
issues. See below.
A little Cayenne pepper in hot water & Cataplex E2 (see the attachment) for a
heart attack but seek medical care ASAP.
For a stroke seek medical care ASAP but to prevent a stroke see below.
For Rheumatoid Arthritis:
Rumaplex® 6-9 day
Cod Liver Oil 4 a day
For Osteoarthritis:
Ostarplex® 6-9 a day
Cod Liver Oil 4 a day
God bless!

Dr. Johnson's Healthy Living Newsletter
Cardiovascular Issues:
Heart Disease, High Blood Pressure, Arteriosclerosis, HDL, LDL, High Cholesterol High
Triglycerides, Arrhythmias, Angina, Rapid Pulse Rate (Tachycardia) and Obesity
Since Cardiovascular Disease is one of the main causes of death in the U.S. we need to
become educated on the prevention of this terrible killer. This is such a vast subject I
am going to limit this discussion to the main steps that can be taken to prevent and even
reverse this condition. In doing so, I am going to touch on the various reasons why

we develop cardiovascular problems. Since so many people are at risk of this problem
you owe it to yourself to read this information to ascertain your potential risk. Most of
you will be uncomfortably surprised by the potential risk factors. This
information applies to virtually everyone, because most of you reading this newsletter
will probably fall into many of the categories I will be listing.
Almost two million Americans die each year of various causes, a reasonable figure
perhaps, in a nation of well over two hundred-fifty million. But close to half are dying
of Cardiovascular Disease, which is an avoidable ailment. Nearly one million people
each year die in this country of heart disease and related cardiovascular ailments, all
related to bad diet, lack of nutritional supplementation, smoking and inadequate
exercise.
To start with let’s look at the main risk factors that set us up for Cardiovascular
Disease. The main risk factors center around a persons diet. For the sake of time I am
going to address the six biggest dietary risk factors for Cardiovascular Disease. The
first risk factor is over consumption of refined carbohydrates/sugar and flour. Joseph
Beasly, M.D., in the "Kellogg Report" of 1989, reported that the average American's
annual consumption of sugar in the 1800's was 10 pounds per person; today, it is
conservatively estimated that the average American consumes 170 pounds of refined
sugar per year! These foods include most breads, pastas, potato products, white rice,
doughnuts, chips, cookies, cakes, candies, snack foods, sodas and ice cream.
Surprisingly though, is that one half of the 170 pounds of sugar we eat during the year
are "hidden sugars" which are added to catsup, chewing gum, fruit juices, yogurt,
granola, canned fruit, alcoholic beverages and breakfast cereals. It should also be
noted that alcohol consumption would also fall into this category because the over
consumption of alcohol tends to produce the same changes as over consumption of
refined carbohydrates/sugar and flour. These are the foods most Americans eat every
day. All these foods will increase blood lipid/fat profiles. They all increase
triglycerides, cholesterol, LDL (low density lipids or bad cholesterol) and lower HDL
(high density lipids or good cholesterol). This in turn will promote arteriosclerosis
(plauqing of the arteries) which leads to heart disease and strokes. These foods also
greatly stress the liver, pancreas and adrenal glands. They cause numerous
vitamin/mineral deficiencies and greatly weaken the immune system. Excessive
consumption of the foods in this category can lead to: diabetes, heart disease, obesity,
hypertension, polycystic ovary disease, headaches, fatigue, depression, anxiety,
irritability, PMS indigestion, insomnia, allergies and hyperactivity. The easiest way to
address this issue is to go on a high protein, moderate fat, low carbohydrate diet. This
diet is the easiest and quickest way to accomplish this. Following this diet alone is
usually all that is needed to balance and positively affect blood lipids.
Now if your blood lipids are already good and you have not had a personal or
family history or Cardiovascular Disease; diets such as "The Zone” and “The Makers
Diet” are all healthy alternatives. Also there are some good fats that are important are
organic butter, omega 3 fish oils (that have been molecularly distilled to remove heavy
metals) and extra virgin olive oil.

The second risk factor is consumption of "trans" fatty acids. A study done by the US
Department of Agriculture found that during the past 80 years, the average American's
consumption of trans fatty acids has increased 400%. This is one of the main reasons
cardiovascular disease is so prevalent in modern times. Trans fats are created through
a process called hydrogenation, in which unsaturated fats are changed to make them
harder with a longer shelf life. Trans fats show up in many of the same foods I listed in
the first category. Mainly processed foods like sugary baked goods, snack foods, deep
fried fast foods(the highest source of trans fats), mayonnaise, vegetable shortening,
cereals, corn and potato chips, non-dairy creamers, whipped cream and
margarine(which is probably the worst violator). Trans fats are also referred to as
hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated fats. In actuality all trans fats are partially
hydrogenated, as when these fats are created they are one molecule away from being a
hard plastic. If they were fully hydrogenated they would be a hard plastic and would not
be able to be consumed. As you can imagine, a plastic floating around in our blood
stream is very hard to break down. This job falls mainly on the liver. The liver has a
tremendous ability to detoxify the blood stream but over time it becomes overwhelmed
and will malfunction (which adversely affects blood lipids). At this point these trans
fats have nowhere to go so they start to accumulate on our artery walls
(arteriosclerosis). Trans-fats also cause depletion of anti-oxidant nutrients and increase
many of the inflammatory processes in the body. Over consumption of trans fatty acids
has been linked to the following conditions: diabetes, hypertension, stroke, arthritis,
eczema, psoriasis, PMS, excessive menstrual bleeding, immune disorders, allergies
and depression. Again one of the easiest ways to correct over consumption of trans
fatty acids is by following the Atkins Diet. This diet takes care of all the guess work for
you.
The third factor that needs to be mentioned is smoking. Smoking is a main contributor
to almost all facets of Cardiovascular Disease. The main thing to do here is obvious:
quit. It has been proven that there are literally hundreds of chemicals in cigarettes. The
majority of which are highly addictive. But when you light up, these same chemicals
start combining and reacting, forming thousands of new highly addictive compounds.
It's done by design, to keep you hooked. Do your homework in regard to quitting.
There are several plans out there that incorporate herbs and detoxification. It would be
imperative to do a combination lung/ liver cleanse if you were trying to quit smoking. I
will talk more about liver cleansing later but would use Allerplex by Standard Process to
cleanse the lungs. I would also be cautious of the nicotine patches. I had a patient that
used one of these patches and within the first day of use she had a heart attack. So be
careful.
The fourth category is little known but very dangerous: Chlorinated Water. We are at
risk in two ways regarding this problem. 1) Ingesting chlorinated water and 2)
Showering or swimming in chlorinated water. You see it is a proven fact that when
chlorine reacts with fats in the blood stream it causes plauqing of the arteries
(arteriosclerosis). This in turn sets us up for heart attacks and strokes. This has been
verified by many medical studies. I am going to publish some quotes below regarding
this subject:

"Chlorine is the greatest crippler and killer in modern times. While it prevented
epidemics of one disease, it was creating another. After the start of chlorinating our
drinking water in 1904. The present epidemic of heart trouble, cancer and senility
began."
Dr. J.M. Price M.D./Saginaw Hospital
"Cancer risk among people drinking chlorinated water is 93% higher than those whose
water does not contain chlorine."
U.S. Council of Environmental Quality
"A professor of water chemistry at the University of Pittsburgh claims that exposure to
vaporized chemicals in the water supplies through showering, bathing and inhalation is
100 times greater through drinking the water."
The Nader Report- Troubled Waters on Tap
Center for Study of Responsive Law
Chlorine was despicably used during World War I. When the war was over, the use of
chlorine was diverted to poisoning germs in our drinking water. All water supplies
throughout the country were chlorinated. The combination of chlorine (when in drinking
water) and fats results in arteriosclerosis, heart attacks and death.
Water can Undermine Your Health
Dr. N.W. Walker, D.S.
To address this issue I recommend you do two things. 1) Only drink purified water
(preferably carbon filtered reverse osmosis water). 2) Get a filter for your shower head
or better yet get a whole house filter to get the Chlorine out. In the process you will also
be removing many other toxic chemicals. If you have a swimming pool it is a little more
complicated but it can be done. Do an internet key word search for: "non-chlorinated
swimming pool alternatives".
The fifth and sixth risk factors are self evident so I am only going to touch on them.
They are Obesity and Lack of Exercise. Obesity is usually a by product of categories
1&2 mentioned above. So by virtue of dealing with the first two categories by using an
Adkins like/low carbohydrate diet; you will experience weight loss. This diet is a
powerful way to burn excess body fat. This is important when dealing with
Cardiovascular issues because for every excess pound of fat you carry, your body has
to make 6 more miles of capillaries. In turn your heart has to pump harder to get blood
through those extra capillaries. This will naturally cause the blood pressure to rise as
the heart has to work harder. This is why obesity and hypertension/high blood pressure
are so closely linked. There is a continuous linear relationship between excess body fat
and high blood pressure. If you respond by taking blood pressure lowering medication,
your just preventing the heart from getting blood to the tissues. This isn't the answer, at
least not long term. You don't have a deficiency of blood pressure medication in your
body, your just carrying around too much fat. This leads to my last risk factor: Lack of
exercise. The heart is a muscle, and as such if it is not exercised it will weaken (like any
other muscle). The more it weakens, the more inefficient it becomes. The more
inefficient it becomes, the harder it has to work. This in turn can cause high blood
pressure, and possible tachycardia (rapid heart rate). Aerobic exercise that uses large
muscle groups should be done for 20-60 minute intervals at least three times a week
to address this issue. Start slow and work your way up to these time tables. One very

easy way to accomplish this is to buy a 40 inch mini-trampoline/rebounder. If I could
only recommend one exercise to do this would be the one. For time constraints, the
benefits are too numerous to list. Even 5 minutes a day on one of these devices has a
profound impact on cardiovascular health and improving ones body’s ability to detoxify.
Do an internet search or go to one of the local sporting goods stores. Try to invest in a
40 inch version as you will get better results.
So now that we have discussed the main risk factors, let’s talk about what to do if all or
some of the previous six points have been part of your lifestyle up till now. It's not
enough to just switch to a low carbohydrate diet if your body has been poisoned for
decades. You need to do some specific detoxification and rebuilding. If you are guilty
of any of the categories above or have a personal/family history of heart disease, it is
imperative that you take a preventative stance regarding this issue. I have found that
cardiovascular cases are by far some of the easiest cases to help, but if not helped,
produce the most dire consequences. Examples being: Strokes, Heart Attacks,
Congestive Heart Failure, High Blood Pressure and Death. If I could only see one
ailment all day long in my practice I would elect to treat Cardiovascular cases. The
reason is that these cases tend to respond quickly to treatment protocols. Whereas
conditions like Osteoarthritis (although this problem can be helped) respond much
slower than your typical Cardiovascular case. Now although the patients tend to feel
better quite soon after implementing a Cardiovascular protocol we must remember that
"Rome Was Not Built In A Day". It takes time to detoxify and rebuild the various
systems that have typically been abused over a lifetime. I tell patients if this is
something you have been doing over a lifetime, you owe it to your self to spend 3-6
months in an effort to turn this condition around.
With that said, if I have a patient that presents with high blood pressure and/or the other
cardiovascular risks mentioned. There are several things that should be done in the
initial 3-6 month detox/rebuilding period:
1) Ideally switching to a high protein, moderate fat, low carbohydrate diet. You see this
diet by virtue of just following it; will eliminate all the junk foods that were listed above in
categories one and two. This in turn, will greatly help the vast majority of aberrant blood
lipid profiles :( high cholesterol, high triglycerides, high LDL, Low HDL, etc).
2)) Taking Cardioplus (6/day). This is the finest nutritional product I have found for
helping cardiovascular problems especially when high blood pressure is also a factor.
This product is a combination of six different separate products. It is designed to help
strengthen, rebuild, nourish and oxygenate the heart and the adrenal glands. You see
the adrenal glands are a direct backup to the heart. If your adrenals are malfunctioning
(like most Americans) we are at great risk of developing Cardiovascular problems. A tip
off of adrenal gland fatigue is dizziness or light headedness upon standing from a lying
or sitting position. The adrenals become fatigued primarily through over consumption of
caffeine, refined carbohydrates and stress. Cardioplus should be taken as the
foundational product for all the other conditions I will mention below.
Also if extra herbal support is desired the hands down winner is Hawthorne (2-3 day)

by Mediherb. This product can produce profound effects in helping to lower blood
pressure and is an incredible cardiovascular tonic. It is designed to help strengthen,
rebuild, nourish and oxygenate the cardiovascular system.
This product is also indicated if an arrhythmias, bundle branch blocks, murmurs or
skipped heart beats are present.
For more information on Cardioplus go to: Cardio-Plus®
For more information on Hawthorne go to: Hawthorn
**Also:
A 2010 study carried out by Queen Mary’s University in London found that drinking
just one 250ml glass of beetroot juice a day dramatically lowered blood pressure
for several hours.
It also found that the higher the blood pressure, the greater the drop observed.
A new study carried out by the Baker Heart and Diabetes Institute in Melbourne,
Australia, found that a 500ml glass of the juice led to a significant drop in blood
pressure after six hours. If beetroot juice was consumed widely, researchers say
we could see a ten per cent reduction in death from cardiovascular disease.
The good Nitrates in Beet juice lowered blood pressure because bacteria in the mouth
and gut convert it into the gas nitric oxide, which relaxes and widens the blood vessels,
allowing blood to circulate more freely.
-------------------------From: Cheryl
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2015
Subject: {Unsolicited TESTIMONY}
Dear Dr. Scott Johnson, Thank you for helping my heart improve! The natural
nutrient regimen you prescribed, got me out of a very scary crisis-situation. When
I noted certain symptoms (resembling heart failure) I literally felt like I was about
to die. I knew it was my heart. This bad episode is the result of feeding my
emotions with chocolate cream pie. But? The CardioPlus and Renafood combined
with a 180-degree turnaround in my eating habits, has made me feel better
already ~ I feel fabulous!! In less than two weeks, wow! I can never thank God
enough for you. My taste buds have even seemed to come "alive" and loving
garlic and organic greens now, too! Yummy! Amazing...as a super-busy
professional editor I too often find myself sedentary ~ now? I have energy to walk
several times per week. And? Without even trying have dropped weight. Thank
the LORD for you, brother! God bless you!
--------------------------------3) If a high amount of Angina is present a product called Cataplex E2 (6/day) needs to
be added in for a time, in addition to Cardioplus. This product is a specific part of the
vitamin E family specially designed to oxygenate the heart muscle and blood stream.
You see Angina is basically chest pains due to lack of oxygen to the heart. This product
is so incredible that all the recent expeditions to Mount Everest have all taken Cataplex
E2. You see by oxygenating the blood it is much easier to cope with the extremely thin
air as you approach a mountain summit. This "E2" factor was discovered over 50 years
ago by Dr. Royal Lee, and Standard Process is the only company that makes a specific
E2 product. Angina indicates a specific "E2" deficiency. It's no wonder that angina is so
prevalent as this E2 factor is the first thing that is removed in the milling of grains that

Americans consume as processed flour. The second thing removed is the other factors
of the vitamin E family. These factors also tend to be very protective to the
cardiovascular system as the vitamin E complex family is the vitamin of cellular repair in
the body. The heart is the fastest dying and the fastest regenerating organ in the body,
and as a result vitamin E complex is essential for cardiac function and repair.
For more information on Cataplex E2 go to: Cataplex® E2
4) If an arrhythmia, bundle branch block, murmur or skipped heart beat is present,
that indicates a specific deficiency of a particular portion of the B-Complex family.
Particularly the alcohol-soluble B Complex vitamin factors. The product of choice for
this is Vasculin (6-9 day). This product is particularly helpful for the electrical problems
of the heart that are listed at the beginning of this paragraph. This is also a very good
choice if low blood pressure is present. These specific alcohol-soluble B Complex
vitamin factors are also one of the first things to be destroyed in the milling of grain to
make processed flour. As a result we just don't normally get these in our diet.
Now if Mitral Valve Prolapse is an issue it would be necessary to also add in
Magnesium 300 in addition to Cataplex B and as always Cardioplus.
For more information on Vasculin go to: Vasculin®
5) If arteriosclerosis (plauqing of the arteries) is involved I use a special "Systemic
Enzyme" combination called Nattokinase to help the body to naturally de-plaque the
arteries. The main active ingredient is an enzyme called Nattokinase. I like this
product better than intravenous chelation because is much more cost and time
effective than intravenous chelation treatments which average $100-150 per
treatment and usually involve 20-40 two hour sessions. I also believe it does a
better job than conventional chelation. These enzymes once in the blood stream help to
essentially digest the plaque formations off the walls of the arteries. The other
alternative is bypass surgery and/or getting your carotid arteries surgically scraped out.
If you choose to go this route that's your choice. But the questions I have to pose are:
a) Do these procedures fix the cause of arteriosclerosis? b) What about the
other hundred's of miles of blood vessels in our bodies that are also plagued?
Also if you are suffering from or at risk for: thrombosis, coronary heart disorders,
phlebitis, edema, serious varicose veins and circulatory problems the first product
to consider would be the Nattokinase. That is because this oral systemic enzyme
formula has been shown strong clinical and scientific evidence of helping the conditions
I listed above.
Why are these enzymes so important you say? Technically, an enzyme is any type of
protein which act as catalyst to speed up the body's biochemical processes. Without
enzymes, life cannot exist. Enzymes are the tools that create life and all living materials
contain enzymes.
It seems much more logical to treat the body and vascular system as a whole rather
than focusing on one small area. That is what these systemic enzymes
accomplish. Also remember that arteriosclerosis is also called hardening of the arteries.
If the arteries become harder they become less flexible. The harder they become the
more the blood pressure tends to increase. Think of it this way: If you were pumping

the same amount of water through a steel pipe as opposed to a rubber pipe which
would have the greater pressure. The steel one would because it is harder and
inflexible, whereas the rubber pipe will expand when pressure is applied internally. Well
our blood vessels are the same way.
I recommend Nattokinase. Nattokinase is also indicated for high blood pressure,
impeding or previous heart attack or stroke victims and general cardiovascular
health.
Recommended Dosage: 1 capsule twice a day on an empty stomach.
Contraindications: If currently taking a blood thinner, consult your physician before
consuming.
Oral EDTA Chelation To Remove Artery Plaquing & Toxic Metals
What is EDTA Chelation?
EDTA removes toxic metals from the blood. Studies have shown that as people age
they continuously accumulate toxic metals: lead, mercury, aluminum, iron, cadmium,
and arsenic, among others. The accrual of these toxins invites an increased risk for
various diseases, especially heart disease. The less of these metals we have in our
bodies, the more likely we are to be physiologically healthy or simply feel good, and the
lower our risk for heart disease. Because EDTA is so effective at removing unwanted
metals and other minerals from the blood, it has been the standard, FDA-approved
treatment for lead, mercury, aluminum, and cadmium poisoning for more than 50 years.
EDTA normalizes the distribution of most metallic elements in the body.
EDTA helps prevent heart attacks, stroke, varicose veins, and more by inhibiting blood
clotting. Because EDTA inhibits blood clotting so well, by tying up calcium, it is routinely
added to blood samples that are drawn for testing purposes. Blood can't clot if the
calcium is tied up. Inhibition of blood clotting can help prevent stroke, heart attack,
phlebitis (painful inflammation of a vein), pulmonary embolism (potentially fatal clot to
the lung), or varicose veins. Generally, these conditions are associated with aging.
Some people may assume that EDTA depletes the body of needed calcium. However,
when EDTA lowers blood calcium, it also stimulates the parathyroid gland to produce a
hormone called parathormone. This hormone is responsible for removing calcium from
places such as the inside of arteries and depositing it in the right places, such as bone.
So, IV chelation makes you physiologically younger because it moves calcium from your
arteries and makes your bones stronger.
Dr. Gordon comments, "The more chelation we give people, the less osteoporosis they
have and the less calcium accumulation there is in their blood vessels."
Oral EDTA chelation therapy: effective, safe,convenient and affordable
Oral EDTA, which has been used for at least as long as its IV cousin, is becoming more
appreciated by health care - disease care, really - professionals and users alike. Clinical
experience suggests that oral chelation provides many, but not all, of the benefits of IV
therapy. Overall, the differences in benefits are more those of degree, speed,
convenience, and cost per dose than of quality.
The number of treatments necessary (generally about 20 to 50 sessions) depends on
the individual's condition. Typical candidates for IV chelation are people who have been
diagnosed with serious atherosclerosis, heavy metal poisoning, or symptoms of
vascular occlusion or significant calcification of tissues. A series of needed sessions of

IV EDTA will cost about $2,000 to $4,000. Oral EDTA is significantly less, about $15 to
$40 per month, depending on one's intake.
About 5%-10% of an oral dose of EDTA is absorbed into the bloodstream, compared
with 100% of an IV dose. Yet, due to continuous daily intake, the amounts add up and
can definitely achieve similar benefits compared with IV chelation. Over the course of 5
or 6 weeks, regular use of oral EDTA can be as beneficial as a single IV EDTA session.
Oral EDTA is appropriate for people whose condition is less serious and does not
demand prompt attention. It is especially desirable for preventing or delaying the onset
of the many complications of the diseases related to atherosclerotic plaque buildup,
including heart disease, heart attack, stroke, high blood pressure, peripheral vascular
disease, mental decline, and impotence.
Why Doesn't Everyone Know About EDTA?
Why would anyone opt for invasive, less lasting options, such as angioplasty or
coronary bypass surgery, when a safe and effective alternative for restoring normal or
near-normal circulatory functioning of the vasculature exists? It seems that EDTA
should be the first line of treatment, with the invasive surgical procedures as the lastresort alternative, not the other way around.
Few, if any, would opt for surgical treatment if they were aware and informed about the
value of EDTA chelation. However, there are organizations and institutions that see
political gain in cloaking the truth about EDTA's benefits and punishing advocates of its
use.
Except for abortion, it is unlikely that any other issue in modern medicine has been more
highly politicized than that of EDTA chelation therapy. It is clear that most of the
opposition to EDTA is due to the threat that this therapy represents, not to patients'
health, but to the bank balances of orthodox physicians (those who specialize in
coronary bypass surgery, for example), hospitals, and pharmaceutical companies.
Conventional treatment of cardiovascular diseases is big business in the United States,
bringing in tens of billions of dollars each year.
You can find out more about how public relations firms shape and manipulate the
public's beliefs on the "Why you believe what you believe" page.
Each coronary bypass surgery might cost $50,000 or even up to $100,000; each
angioplasty costs about $15,000; drugs for reducing cholesterol, lowering high blood
pressure, and normalizing heart rhythm bring the pharmaceutical industry hundreds of
millions of dollars each year. And these are only a few examples.
By contrast, the cost of chelation therapy, cited above, is minimal. The degree to which
this therapy reduces the need for conventional therapies, and therefore the incomes of
those previously mentioned, is the degree to which they feel threatened by it. Powerful
medical societies and government agencies, for example, lobby to keep the knowledge
about EDTA's benefits under wraps. They have harassed, vilified, and smeared
physicians who have used EDTA chelation to help their patients and, in some cases,
have even driven them from their profession. The reason everyone doesn't know about
EDTA chelation therapy is politics (= money).
Oral EDTA Chelation And The Rebirth Of Blood Flow

The accumulation of atherosclerotic deposits in
the cardiovascular tree is associated with aging.
It is inevitable that plaque formation will begin in
our mid-years - for some, even in their youth and will progress rapidly, unless healthy
interventions are made: diet change,
appropriate exercise, and effective
supplementation.
EDTA chelation therapy can successfully remove plaque from arteries, veins, and
capillaries and restore blood flow to normal or near-normal functioning - often even in
severe cases. Removing the plaque allows the blood, laden with oxygen and nutrients,
to fuel hungry body cells and tissues for optimal functioning.
For those who have not yet reached the symptomatic stage, preventing the onset of
atherosclerotic diseases is a desirable goal. Oral EDTA chelation can be used as a
preventive measure, because it can retard the plaque buildup that progresses with
aging, and it may even reverse plaque buildup in many cases. Think of it as an
insurance policy. EDTA may very well be able to slow, or even reverse, to some extent,
the aging of the cardiovascular system.
For those whose atherosclerosis is severe enough that they are experiencing
symptoms, EDTA chelation may not only keep them from falling under the horrific
coronary bypass surgery knife, but offer them instead the experience of renewed
energy, clearer thinking, improved sexuality, warming of feet and hands, ability to walk
or hike pain-free, stronger bones, diminished or eradicated chest pain, improved
cholesterol, reduced blood pressure, or improved vision, among many other benefits.
Restoring blood flow can be like being born again! It can be like a new life for you to
enjoy.
The EDTA product I recommend can be found here . Because EDTA removes heavy
metals from the body, it is important to supplement your diet with a good multi-mineral
supplement while taking EDTA, to avoid any mineral deficiency, especially in zinc. I
recommend you supplement your diet with a multi-vitamin/mineral supplement, as well
as a calcium-magnesium-zinc supplement.
There are other components which make up a successful oral chelation therapy.
Components such as N-acetyl-cysteine (NAC), and chlorella which binds heavily to
mercury.
Dr. Johnson’s Comment: If you let the oral EDTA sit under the tongue for 3-4
minutes (with 3-5 drops of DMSO) before swallowing, it will have a much higher
absorption rate. A little organic peppermint oil can kill the taste. This process
(depending on your plaque level) takes a lot of time to work with the oral EDTA
route, but it can be a literal lifesaver and it much cheaper than IV Chelation which
is the Gold Standard and also highly recommended if you can afford it.
++For the money these are excellent values on EDTA. I cannot touch there prices.
I personally take the powdered version of the ones listed at:
http://www.dfwx.com/edta.htm

++The best way to determine you’re circulatory/arteriosclerosis risk is through
vascular screening tests. For years I have referred my people to a company
called Life Line Screening. For very fair price they perform a full vascular
screening which includes a Doppler ultrasound of your Carotid arteries (which
would show arteriosclerosis/plauqing) and the abdominal aorta (which is the best
way to screen for the existence of an abdominal aortic aneurysm) and a
peripheral vascular screening (to pinpoint circulatory problems in the
extremities). You can go to there website at: http://lifelinescreening.com/ or call
1-800-449-2350 to find our when there will be a screening in your area.
-----------------How Do We Prevent Calcification in the body?
Eliminating exposure to fluoride is the #1 priority. We can start by being careful about
surreptitious forms of fluoride in Teflon, foods and beverages produced with muncipal
water, tap water, infant formula, fluoride containing drugs like Prozac, toothpaste, etc.
Lastly, there is research on the potential value of magnesium and phosphorus in
reducing pineal gland calcification.
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/fluoride-calcifier-soul
Dr. Johnson’s Recommendations
Innate Magnesium 300
Magnesium by Innate is a superior “Foodstate” source of this essential mineral
for nutrition. 1-2 day
-----------------------------------Topical Magnesium Products
http://www.globallight.net/Magnesium_30.html
-----------------------------------Phosfood Liquid Product Detail Sheet 20-30 drops 1-2 times a day in juice. Take 7
days on, 7 days off.
-----------------------4) If tachycardia or high pulse rate is present that is an indicator that the
parasympathetic nervous system is not being fed properly. To do this is prescribe a
trace mineral blend by Standard process called Organically Bound Minerals(6/day).
This is usually all that is needed for tachycardia.
For more information go to:
http://www.standardprocess.com/lit/tabsheets/organicallyboundminerals6275.pdf
5) If HDL/LDL/VLDL blood lipid figures are out of optimal range, that is an indicator
that the diet is deficient in Omega 3 fatty acids; particularly the DHA/EPA family. The
product I prescribe for this is Tuna Omega 3 Oil (6/day)by Standard Process. This
product has the ideal ratio of EPA/DHA Omega 3 fatty acids and is molecularly distilled
to remove any heavy metals that might be present.
For more information go to:
http://www.standardprocess.com/lit/tabsheets/tunaomega3oil8070.pdf
The DHA/EPA Omega-3 Institute www.dhaomega3.org, a leading information provider
of research on omega-3 fatty acids for health, has released highlights of research

presented by leading scientists and clinical investigators at the International Society for
the Study of Fatty Acids and Lipids (ISSFAL), held July 23-28 in Carins, Australia.
For more information go to:
Here is an advance look at the new research presented at this conference:
Reduction of Inducible Arrhythmia in Patients with Cardiovascular Disease by
Fish Oil
In a recent pilot trial of patients with heart disease, 75% of those who took 900 mg of
omega-3 fatty acids daily for at least four weeks experienced a reduced susceptibility to
ventricular arrhythmia. Read entire article.
Running on Fish Oil: Benefits of Omega-3 Supplementation and Exercise
Combining fish oil supplementation with exercise resulted in a significant reduction in
body fat in study participants who were obese or overweight and who had two
cardiovascular disease risk factors, such as hypertension or elevated blood cholesterol.
Read entire article.
Anti-Inflammatory Effects of Omega-3 Fatty Acid Supplementation on
Atherosclerotic Plaques in Patients
There was significantly lower inflammation in the carotid atherosclerotic plaques
removed from 60 patients who took fish oil prior to the surgery than in the plaques of
those in the placebo group. Read entire article.
Fish Oil Provides 24-Hour Control of Circulating Fat Levels
Overweight men who took 3.6 grams of DHA/EPA for a 3-week duration in a cross-over
controlled trial had 29-34% lower triglyceride levels than study participants who did not
take DHA/EPA. Read entire article.
6) If a liver/kidney detoxification program has not been done within a year this is a very
important step, as this can also heavily influence blood lipids. For the majority of
Americans over consumption of refined carbohydrates and trans fatty acids (and all the
chemicals that go along with processed foods) leads to liver congestion and
malfunction. If the liver is congested it has a much harder time filtering toxins.
Remember the liver is like an oil filter. The more clogged your liver/oil filter, the harder
the heart has to work to get blood through it. So if you liver is congested your blood
pressure will naturally rise to push more blood through the liver. This is called "Portal
Hypertension". Typically in this condition you will see a bigger rise in the top number or
the Systolic component of the blood pressure. But you see the blood pressure rise
itself is not a bad symptom but just an adaptation of a congested liver. By taking a
medication to lower blood pressure you are hindering the liver from doing proper
detoxification. On the opposite side if your Diastolic or bottom number is high that
usually indicates "Renal Hypertension". In this case the other major blood filter: the
kidneys, are congested and the diastolic blood pressure increases. That being said the
best overall products to accomplish both kidney and liver detoxification is Livaplex and
Renafood by Standard Process. These products should each be taken at a rate of 6

per day for two months.






support healthy liver, gallbladder and kidney function
encourage healthy digestive function
enhance healthy bowel function
encourage the healthy function of the organs of elimination
help maintain healthy blood
For more information on Livaplex go to:
http://www.standardprocess.com/lit/tabsheets/Livaplex5375.pdf
If you do this detoxification program in conjunction with a moderate protein, moderate
fat, low carb diet; normally any abnormal blood lipid panels will balance out quickly.
Adding in the mini-trampoline/rebounder exercise I recommended will also greatly
speed the effectiveness of this detoxification program. Until next time, God bless you!

Order Form
Full name and mailing address for package:
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
Item(s) being purchased at this time:
Quantity

Purchase
Price

Item Description
Nattokinase (90 capsules
Cardioplus (330 tablets)
Hawthorne (40 tablets)

35.00

Subtotal

46.00
21.00

Phosfood Liquid

19.00

Tuna Omega 3 Oil (120 Perles)

22.00

Vasculin (90 Tablets)
Magnesium 300 Innate

17.00
30.00

Cataplex E2 (90 or 360 Tablets)

16.00 &
55.00

Organically Bound Minerals (90 ct)

14.00

Livaplex (90 capsules)
Renafood (90 tablets)

22.00
16.00
Shipping:

Calculated
once the

order is
received
Total:
For specific ordering instructions please feel free to email Dr. Johnson at:
drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
++ Standard Process and Mediherb have recently banned all internet sales of
there product lines by doctors, so I am forced to use this format to
process orders.
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and
medical knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of it for the benefit of
you and your family. You are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make
decisions in all health matters, you must educate yourself. Information presented is not
intended as prescriptive advice and should not be used to diagnose, treat or cure any
disease or condition. Supplements discussed for the most part are intended to support
normal physiological and biochemical process of the human body. The views and
nutritional advice expressed by Dr. Scott Johnson are not intended to be a substitute for
conventional medicine. If you have a severe medical condition, see a
competent physician. My goal is to help you to make physical and nutritional changes
to maximize your own healing potential.

